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Abstract
The transporting capacities of different transit modes are often discussed, but values quoted for different
modes vary widely because of differing assumptions. This paper presents the basic theory of capacity and gives
explanation of and insight to three aspects which must be carefully considered in capacity analysis:
1. Way capacity and station capacity of transit modes usually vary greatly;
2. Capacity must be considered together' with service quality, primarily operating safety and speed; and
3. There is a considerable difference b-tween theoretical and practical ·capacities of modes: the latter are
important for design.·
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ABSTRACT 
The transporting capacities of diff­
erent transit modes are often discussed, 
but values quoted for different modes 
vary widely because of differing assump­
tions. This paper presents the basic 
theory of capacity and gives explanation 
of and insight to three aspects which 
must be carefully considered in capacity 
analysis: 
; I 
a. Way.capacity and station·capacity of
transit modes usually vary greatly;
b. Capacity must be considered together'
with service quality, primarily oper­
ating safety and speed; and
' 
\• 
c. There is a considerable difference be-
tween theoretical and practical ·capa­
cities of modes: the latter are impor-
tant for.design.·
NOMENCLATURE 
a= acceleration rate, m/s�· '· 
b1,b2 = braking rate of lead and following. , vehicle, respectively, m/s2 . · 
be,bn = emergency and normal braking rate,·respectively, m/s2. · .. , 
C = line capacity, per/h. ·· 
Cs = s_
tation 
.�
apacity, per/h. ·
Cv = vehicle capacity, per.· 
Cw= way capacity, per/h.
d5 = spacing between rear end of leadvehicle and front end of following, 
vehicle, m �. . . . ·· 
fmax = maximum frequency of.vehicle arri-. vals, veh/h. 
hmin = m�nimum headway between arrivals,min. 
hs min= minimum station headway� min.
hw �in= minimum way headway, min.
i = vehicle (and platform) length, m. 
' ... ,' 
s = spacing between consecutive vehicles, m. 
s
0 
= required distance between two consec-
utive stopped vehicles, m. 
sw:�in = minimum vehicle spacing on way, m�
s�,sb = distance required to accelerate to 
and brake from speed v 1 ,respective­
ly, m. · ,:
tb =_braking time, s ..
tr = vehicle response time, s.
·;,_., ,.• ts = static�· standing:. time, s •. ' 
t; = .t1me required to accelerate .. t6 speed 
V , S � , . · " · 1. •,:· 
tit=,l/v, s.· 
v = operating speed,.km/h. 
vmax = maximum technical speed, km/h.
v' = speed at which platform clearance is · .. 
assured during acceleration away from·
platform, km/h . 
v;,v: = speed at which maximum station and 
· way capacity is attained,respec-
tively, km/h', · 
II=. linear pa$Senger density, per(m. · '· 
DEFINITIONS AND BASIC. EQUATIONS . 
OF CAPACITY· 
Line ��·paci\y ic') is.one �f ·the basic 
transit mode performance measures. Simply 
referred to as "capacity", it represents ·. 
the maximum number of passengers which a 
transit mode can transport past a fixed 
point per unit time in one direction. Line 
capacity is expressed by: 
1 C = f C =-- C • max v hmin v 
(1)










